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'Relative Teachability and Compensatory Education

Jerome Rosner, O.D.

New England Cbllege of Optometry
A..

t

The emphasis of this Conference, we are advised, is

on compensatory educat ion.. I am taking.this to heart as

I oifef my remarks as'a discussant. I Am interpreting

the word 'compensatory" in'a literal sense -- proViding

special assistance that will make up for, or offset;one's

inability to perform "normally" in .a given ,situation.

Society has developed many compensatory devices --

particularly for persons with physical and sensory deficits.

There are eyeglasses and hearing'aids, crutches and wheel-

chairs, ramps in lielSof stairs, and special handrails in

toilets.,

All of these, and Many more, are acceed by the gen-.

"al public. No one insists.Ehat,the child with a hearing

loss throw away his hearing aid and "listen harderTM. No

477
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one Makes similar demands on the child with muscular

dystrophy'who cannot walk more th ,a step or twqfrwith-

out assistance. In these cases, we assure the person

requiring the compensatory device that there is nothing

,

offensive with his needing it, that what really matters
.

c .-

is that.with the device he *cah perform in some way that
. --

approximates the norm.

I concur with that position, and insist tnat it is

a proper one Ion us .to take in education. Lots_of child-

ren in this country (and elsewhere, to be Surerdo not

perform satisfactorily in school. Why? Many reasons,

I suppose -- but, for the presents most of these reasons

are best ignored by educators bece: ei (a)' the educator

can rarely, if ever, do anything abou the "cause", and

(b) focusing on the causis tends to distract the educator

. from his legitimate professional .mission.-- teaching

.children.

The point I want 51p make here is that most children

who require compensatory education really do requireit.

That is, they reqUire *special' accommodation, special

instaictional conditions. ,To search for a way, that will

elicit from these - children the kind of independent ,learn-

ing behaviOrs'one sees in satisfactory school.perfOrmers

is -- in many instances -- to waste resources and invite

4 4
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continued failure. 'This is especially true witp

ren-past pte-school age. In other words,A does little

good to try to teach them to do what we have seen adequate

performers di)5cover on theieoWn -- such as induce the

phonetic values of letters, giveh appropriate examples.

Rather, we have to accept certain children's.need for

.compensatory education and provide it.

My cominents, as I respond to these pro;.,..edings, will

reflect a viewpoint that is based on certain well-estab-

lished facts: (a) children display a variety of indivi-
dual differences;- (b) some of these difference1 appear

to be relatively fixed unchangeable -: at least in the

short terms; (c) some of these differences have majors

impact on.how readily_a Child profits from standard reading

instruction -- on how teachable he is.

I will use the construct of "relative teachability"

throughout my comments. This is meant to be more than

a semantic excercise., wherein the phrase "how teachable"

substitutes for "how intelligent". The two may, perhaps,

maim the same thing, but the one how teachable --

tends to impose thi responsibility fin- the child's learning

on.those assigned to teaching him, while the other -- how

intelligenir-- blames the child himself for his progress,

(or lack of it) in the classroom. Said differently, the
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foimer implies that the child is teachable, although
,

more effort, more ingenuity, more adaptatiOns may be
. .

)

required for him than 1-or.others.:.*The'latter implies 0-
. .

-that clabsroom prOcedures and outcomes are'fixed and

prediotable; that the instruction will be.the-.7.0ame for

all and -will timply.be less effective with the less in-'

"telligent children, no matter what.

Before I comment on the papers that were presented,

I want first to provide A frame-of reference -- a struc-
.

tune for m remarks. It is a biased viewpoint, but one

that has been shown, in classrooms, to e

-To start, I propose certain assumptions:

1. AOrleast some of the traits which determine a

1

',child's relative teachability can be identified] described,

and measured in fairly precise terms.

2. Standard instruction can be conceived as corm-

prising a-finite number of separate components. These

too, can be characterized in faitly precise terms and,

as such, can be modified .in controllable ways.

3. Giventhat the above two assumptions .are correct,

it is possible to match student traits with instruction

. in such a way so .as to effect a "best fit"; so as to

optimize instructional outcomes. This can be accomplished

by:
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a.' changing the childr.helpingihim.aCquire-those
_ s

1.
*traits- that will cake hiM more. teach'ible. This is often

. .
41- . ,
1.. 1

rdlati7ely effective with young -- pre-primary grade-
. ..

. (

childrip.

arid/of'_

'b. changing 'the -instructional conditions so

as toiaccommodate optimally the chiId'-'unique traits.
_ .

Relative teachability

'Some' children are excepti9r)Ally "easy-to-teach"

(ETT). Given exposure to information that presents a

set of salient characteristics (e.g., relevant similari-
4

ties and differences),'they are quick to recoTlize. those

characteristici even when they are not highlighted'. ETT?

'children are.betterrthan-average inventors of heuristic
-.-

Systems that, once invepited, they use, evaluate the out-
.

,

comes, and modify- accordingly. They are-better organizers

of infarmatioh; hence, they display better memories.

They are able to learn, to make satisfaciory,progresi
v .

, /

in the classroom, regardless of the instructional ap-.

proaCh that is used. As-such, they are reinforced -in the

, classroom and at home, practice what they learn in various

settings, become even better organizers Of information,

, and on and:on.

Another group oechildren -- most, in fact' -- are of

average teachability. 'They are not so 44ept at inducing

4
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concepts froth minimal information, but they do not require

the explication of everything they, have to learn. Given

a certaih amont of appropriateiy-designirectiCh, they

can invent -- discover -- the rest. Given a certain

amount of appropriate drill and practice, they memorize

adequately.. Although they are not as adaptable as ETT.

children, they are sufficently so to be able to make

satisfactory classroom progress with a variety of instuc-

tional approaches.

Other children are "hard 7to-teachw (HTT). They re-

quire a good deal of explicit instruction. They-ire not

so adept at analyzing information according to its salient

attributes. ,Hence, they are not so adept at organizing k.

that information according to various classification

. schemes; nor good memorizers, nor good inducers of generalt

,concepts. They must be precisely diredted to what it is

they are to attend to.. This, in,turn, must be organized

in a way that makes it highly apparent and readily memor-
.

able, and even then the HTT child requires extended drill

and practice in order_to retain specific information in

memory.

Stated in fewer words, ETT children will tend to

achieve satisfactorily regardless of instructional approach

-- although thus-£ 1.4.ttle doubt but that some approaches
jri;

will be more intOsillig,mcxe appealing, than others.

8
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4

HTT.childree, on the other hand, will reflect instructional

conditions; approximating satisfactory classroom achieve-
.

ment only when the instruction is specificel/y.designed
6

to'accommodate their unique characteristics.

If we can,' accept the above principles, it not

comes necessary todefine the relevant components of in-

struction: that is, those student traits that must be

accommodated when a "best fit" is sought andithe instuc-

tional conditiOns that are a:Menable to Modification for

providing thatthat best fit.

The Components of Instruction -- The student and the

instructional conditions'

The assumptions presented above asserted tAat standard

instruction could be conceived as comprising a finite num-

ber of components which could be defined in fairly precise

terms, and the same could be done with relevant stu-

dent chapacteristics.(Cooley and Lohnes, 1976) Clearly,.

thiscould yield a lengthy list, if one were tb succumb

to hair-splitting. For'this discussion, I suggest that

we conceive of instruction as comprising only three major
,

cvmponents:
N

!program, 'teacher, and physical environment.

The trick, then, is:finding the best organization
-

among the three components and the best interaction be-
,

tween those three and the student hifiself. Given 4 good

4-

.11
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fit, the-stu;lent should learn -- indeed that ii the

. criterion for determining whether the fit' is a.good one..

(Learning, in this instance, is defined as the acquisition

of skills and knowledge that were not present prior to the

Illti action between the student and the instruction:)

We now have toe\amine and define these components e

separately, before attempting to determine how to con-

struct the best fit among them. As we do, partic-lAr

. concern will be devoted to providing for the needs of the

EMT Fhild. By definition, the others requite less indivi-

dual concern; they are at least adequately teachable under

a variety -of conditions hence the fit need not be. so

precisely designed.

The student:' What student characteristics are par-

ticularly important, in terms of learning outcomes?

Obviously, a child's physical state is crucial. The

child who is drastically undernourished, the child who

cannot see and/or hear to some appropriate level, the

ithild who cannot sit upright for extended periods of time

because of some physical disability -- those children

will not profit optimally from standard'instruction.

For our purposes, however, these characteristics are not

of direct concern. If they-do exist, they should, of

course, be identified and taken care of, to whatever extent

10
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possible, by the' proper healthcare professionals.
, The

I .

'primary interventions should. come not from the'educational",
system but, rather, from the outside agents who Are pre-

.

. gazed to provide proper professional care. Education's

responsibility commences after the outside professionals

have done all they can; further discussion of the educa-

tor'S rple in these sitdatir s -is beyond t*e scope of this

conference.

. . Motivation is yet another important variable --
4

one that strongly affects a child'sclassroom performance.

However, it is' not useful to address'the question of

motivation put of context -- that is, 'without also dis-

cussing the environment tin which the desired behavior

. is to be elicited and thetasks that are to be engaged

In. So, for the present, I gill-ignore the topic and
.

assume that every child can be motivated, so long as we

are clever enough to provide the kinds of conditions that

will generate that motivation.-- conditions that make' -

it posSiblefor the child to learn, progress at some
.

satisfactory rate; conditions that emanate from effec-,

tively. matching knstruction to the child's. unique charac-

teristics. c

There are,,Lbelieve,.two basic differences'among

children Thai we' should worry about beCause: (a) they

Ira
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have strong effects on learning;, (b) we can do something. -..

about them in terms of improying them and/or modifying

, in ktuctidn to accommodate them when they are deficient

and^relatively immutable. These are'the child's basic

-aptitudes and his entering knowledge base.

r Basicaptitudes:This cOuld.justify a long list of
.

abiiities.' Hbweyer,'only two general abilities will be

discussed---- ti.;o that have teen shown to be exceptionally.

important to learning to read. (Bond and Tinker, 1967;

(7 Gibson and Levin:,./1975; Rosner, 1572,1975):-

IN

1. The child's ability to identify the salient

absolute attributes.of a concrete spatial array, and

then to map.the interrelationships among those attributes.

(Visual,analyss skills)

2. The child's ability to identify the salient

absolute (p4onological) attributes of a verbal acoustical

array,and then to map the interrelationships among

those, attributes. . (Auditory analysis skills)

. In simpler terms, :visual analySiOikills are those
A k

abilities that enable us to perceive a spatial array

as being made up of a finite collection of parts that fit

together in a specific way. -Auditory analysis skills

are those abilities that enable us to perceive spoken

language as being made up of a fixate collection of oral

soynds that.fitetogether (sequence) in a preciie way. %s

12



It has been well documented that children acquiNe

these analytical skills as they matdre'.,and devlop

'that, in fact, the acquistion of th ls can be'
w. ,

used as. milestones' for plotting d nt. The six

year -old, for example,-is expeCteeo display better-

visual and auditory skills than is the four-year-old.
741

He is expected to be able to copy a geomOtric design

as complex as a triangle or divided rectangle, whereas

the four-year-old has probably just acquired the capaloity

to copy a. square. (Ilg Ad Ames,,19.64) The six-year-

old-is typically able to Analyze a spoken_ word into its

phonemee, 'demonitrating this caps ity by responding

accurately to the Oquest ofpay' g the portion of a

vord that remains after deleting a phonemene. The .four-

Year-old cannot ordinarily do this. At best, his unit
'14e r

of anAlysis-in attending to spoken Litaguage is et semantic

one -- the syllable 'in a two-syllable,compound word.

(Rosner and Simon, 196
There is strong evidence to suppo4A the argument

that until these skills reach a certain level of coat-

en will not profit optimally from stan-

587

grade instruction in 5eading of arithmetic;

they wil not be able to perceive the. underlying coding.

systems, to induce the critical concepts from minim

information. Rather, since tqey will ,not recognize

13
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0

that letters and numerals serve to "code" -7 represent

-- these absolute attributes, they will be forced into

trying to Memorize everything as separate bits of infor-

oration an_approach that has finite libitations/ gveni

the capacity 'of normal human memory.

It appears, fUrther, that these skills are, at least

to some degree, subject specific.- Visual anlaysis

tend to relate most directly to arithmetic and (reading

and listening) comprehension; auditory skills-to primary

grade aspects of reading, commonly identified as "decoding",

(Rosner, 1973) If follows, therefore, that a child who

display substandard visual Ind/or auditOry analysis

. skills is likely to experience learning difficulties if

standard instruction is employed. '

Knowledge base.: In addition to the two basic apti-

tudes --/visual and auditory analysis skills -- certain

facts must also be available to the student. ("Facts"

differ from "skills", in this context, in that skills

are developed -- acquired as a normal outcome of growth

and developement, while facts are acquired as the out-

come of learning and would, not be known to the student

.if they had,not been taught, in one way or another.),

For example, if he is to be a reader, the ,child
UP,

must have acquired a great deal of prior information.

14
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.

He must .be able-to map- laeguage onto. orthographic symbols

with ease -- fluently -vr'in units of.sufficient size so

as to/-access meaning! iti information.* This implies that

he is very familiar with the' orthographic symbols used

in that reading system -- they must be in his-knowledge

-base. If he-has toiresort to:analyzing letters into

their salient attributes before he can identify the

=letters themselves, the disruption will have Aik remarkably
.

debilitating effect up6n his reading. In addition, he

must be. familiar with the spoken'version of the words

he is tocread -- they must be in his knowledge base. If

he is not familiar with the spoken words, learning to read -

`them will be extremely difficult. There are many other

relevant-examples that could be given, but these two should

be sufficient to illustrate the point:

The interrelationship between these two

knowledge base -- is strong and

evident. Givenca gbilia with highly competent ,basic- .

aptitudes but lacking in knowledge base -- because he is

a recent immigrant, say,and totally unfamiliar with the

letters -.--the child will be forced to attend to minute

concrete attributes of the printed text. This will slow

.darn his reading to the point where extracting meaningful

information is imposkible -- even if he was acquainted

r



with the solken form of the words he was to read.

590

If we.can accept the premise that the two student

vamtables-vie must be ,concerned with are the child's basic

aptitudes -- his visual and auditory analysis skills --

andllis+entering-knowledge;base, then we can readily

perceive the necessity of:excerising one or both of the

two options, mentioned above -- change the child and/or

mod4y instruction to accommodate trie child.'
.

.,'The first option, 'change the child, implies that
q,

soMething can be done about teaching a c141d more ef-

ficlent basic aptitudes and expanding his kitwledge base.
, .--,r-

J
. ' 4 4 ,

This does appear to be possiple, at least to some extent.

That a child's knowledge base can be increased is obvious

-- the 'trick is .to dO it beforealle enters the classroom
'..4.,

Ay' starts to fail.. AlthoUgh it is not so blatantly

obv,rotzsiN it is also true that many children respond
NA

favorably to prcigrams that are appropriately designed

to teach them better visual and'auditory skills and that

the effects of this training can be observed in their

44toolPerformance. (Rosner, 1972) Again, the .trick

is t intervene early before the child starts to fall

beh d in his classroom programs.

Most of thii information is available elsewhere.

. Given the emphasis* this conference,- compensatory

to.

16
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reading flstrurtion,

'the three .components

special attention to

we -should now turn to examining

-of standard instruc4on, paying

ways in, which one or more of these

-components can be modified to accommodate effectively a

child' s unique- needs. (As already nbted, our attention

. will be directed specifically to the ETT child, since

-- by definition -- he is the one who suffers most from

'being placed in a non-compatible instructional situation; .

he..-is the one who qualifies most Often-for compensatory

educatiOn. Someday, of course, we should examine the '

implications of "best fit" with the ETT child. Just.bd-

cause the ETT child does not present learning problems

is-nO reason fot him itibe ignored. But, for the morrient,

this aspect-of the topic will be set aside.)

: The thred'.components of standard instruction; identi-

fied above, were: 1. the program; 2. the teacher; 3. the

0i
physical environment. Let us look at, them in that order.

( 4

The Brogram; This is theirmponentthat has been
w g

'given the most amtention at _this conference -1( indeed,

at virtually:every'conference where people gather to

discuss reading instruction. Perhaps this is justified;

perhaps1 rather its more the case that since it is

thecomponentsthat is best defined, it is the one that

%is examined most often. (:..a, little like the old.. joke

of the village idiot who explaint hii looking for a lost

a 17
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coin r-a street light rather than at the place where..

he dropped the coin -- some ;emote, darker place -7 be-
,

cause 'there is more light heteml)

There are many different reading.prograpsavailable

today, and Lese can be described d compared in a variety

of ways. (Reading program, in
,

ks, refers to-

. ,..

the instructional materials - r objectives, scope_and
-

sequence.) -For our purposes,- -much asswe a.-7e attempting

to devise a system where the p cram can be optimally

particulated With other instructional components and with

the unique characteiistics of the student, it seems rea-

sonable to suggest thatTeadiAg programs should be examined

ft-

lin terms of:

1. The extent to which the basiC concepts of phoneme -

grapheme relationships are make explicit; that is, the

extent to which phonetic principles are introduced overtly

and precisely as against being implied.. Some reading

programS lean heavily on explicating the relationships

between letters and sounds; se are usually identified

-°
-

as phonic programs. Others 4nd to be'biased in the

opposite direction, claiming that emphasising letter--
sound correspondences will interfere wit3i the ultimate

S

goal of reading-- extracting meaningful information from

printed text; tost-of the ourrentlypOpular'basal programs

18
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follow this rationale and.introduce a numberrof "sight

words",in the beginning lesSons.

:2. The extent to which appropriate "chunks" --

larger units of analysis; strings of letters in addition

to just individual ones -- are taught.explicitlyVIt

Seemp obvious that qne cannot get beyond the primary level
? .

,

of reading if he is'lilMited to reading letter by letter --

sound by sound.' The'dompetent reader must deal with

larger units --letter clusters that represent units of

blended sounds. Yet, this skill of reading larger units

is nbt taught directly in most reading programs.

3. The extent to which drill and practice materials

are made available. and'interesting. Some children).4

espeCially, by definition, ETT children not require

much drill and practice. The memorize easily, simply

beicause they are. such good organizers. Hence,;they do_
.%

tieir drill and practice outside of the'classroom; they

tend to read more since they know.how to read. Other

ldren -- the HTT,.by definition -- are not good memo-

rlizers. Obviously, since they are not good analyzers,

they cannot be very,good classifieri, hence they cannot

be good organizers, hence they cannot be good memorizers.

The unite they attend to are small. Their processes are

too primitive to deal with larger units in a differen'-

tiated fashion. .This places serious limitations on theit
. .

19
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reading speed and comprehension. As a result, they do not

prhctice very much; they cannot read very well -- if, ,in-

deed, at all. Thus, they'require lots more drill and

practice -- of the proper type..

Suppose we, speculate on how two children -- one ETT,

the otter .ETT respond to a standard lingusitic reading

program where a good number of "phonically regular" sight

words are introduced early; where phonics principles are

not taught in a structured, erecise way, but rather, are

strongly hin,ted at. The ETT child would probably memorize

leard to recoghize on sight -- a limited number of words

such as fat and sat. Once he has done'Ehis, he will

(because he has competent analysis sk}11s) recognize that

these two words are in some ways the same and in other

ways different. Then he is taught another word -- fit,

fox example. Again, the ETT child'guickly notes how this

new word, fit, compares visually and aezoustically,with

fat 'and sat. Having done this he will not have to

taught,,nor will he need to memorize, the word sit.

Will read it on his own and explaih that it "has to say

/
,sit ", "what else.cbuld it say? " The system,frOm his

knowledgeable view, is obvious.

Over time, this child will add more words to his

storehouse of memorized knowledge (his knowledge base),

'40
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.

thereby acquiring' an even broader basis upon which to-..

figure out unfamiliar words. .Not surprisingly, he likes

to read; he reads voluntarily, for.pleisure: :After all,

he can read! Thus,, 'the circumstances are circular --

the child figures but the system because (a) he can analyze

the visual and acoustical construction Of words into salient

separate parts; (b) he quickly recognizes where these con-

structions are the same and where they differ; (c) he makes

better "educated guesses" when he encounters a'word that
-

is not as reegular in spelling as might be,. and (d) he .

is inclined to read, at least in part, because it i§ some-

thing that the adults in his life enthusiastically approve

of. Reading makes him even better at 'analyzing words

printed. and spoken -- and methodically comparing them,

\ .

\
,theTeby enabling him to make better educated guesses, and

.,

so on and on and on.

There is -Tore to learning to read.than this, of

course. AT children usually have a fair number of words

in' their speaking vocabulary (knowledge base) befc*e' they

enter school; you cannot make' an educated guess unless

you are educated -- unless you know the yordi. And too,

they read en ugh so that their reading becomes fluent rr

where most rots become familiar and are recognized at

light and only a few have to be 'sounded out4 This point

21
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is crucial. Words that contain more than a few letters

cannot be squnded out very well. Xt takes too much time;

by- the time the 'child gets to the letters at the end of

such a word, he tends to forget the sounds from the .

)11

beginning.of the word -- to say nothing of. the fact that,

in Many words in our language, sounding out will not work

t

since- the letters have
t

The, more irie spen k on
4t,

more than a single sound, representation.

sounding out words, the less time

4 available to think about -- comprehene-7 the meanins

that the words convey.

The good reader sounds/out very few words. He re-

cognizes most of them on sight; but, he did not origihally

learn them all through memorization even though he ul-

timately does memorize them. At first, he probably did

sound out a good number of those words, but he did it

often enough so that they became completely familiar to
ir

him. He stopped paying attention to the separate letters

and sounds. He got so that he dealt with the total word

as a unit'and rarely had to resort-to sounding-out stra-

tegles. And, in Itose cases where the whole word was not

a familiar unit, then a least part of the word was.

This last.point is important. All learning, be it

learning hoW to read, or whattver, depends upon adding

new knowledge to knowledge already acquired, as in a

nesting process -- where the new '. knowledge encompasses

22



the old rather than attaching to i,t. Rarely are we
.

asked to learn something that is entitely novel. There

always some components that are already familiar.

Thus, by recognizing thote familiar components, we sim--

plity the Learning task -- there is not all teat much
t7

that is new. And, in those instances where ,th re is a

lot of new information to acquire, we know that the -task

will be more diflicu.lt and require more time.
.

Unfortunately, the HTT child does not respond.as77

described above. By definition, this child does. not

readily perceive salient similarities and differences

because he is notan adept analyzer of visual and/or

acoustical arrays. As a result, he resorts to attempting

to memorize all the words he is Asked to learn to read;

and, worse yet, he does not invent heuristic strategies

for facilitating memorization.

Such a child requires forthright instruction in

letter-sound correspondences. It is foolhiirdy to assume

that ble will cone upon this concept on his own -- within

reebonable lengthof time, before his Motivotion is

utterly extinguished. In addition to straightforward

phonics, this child must also be shown how very small

words fit into larger words, and be given sufficient

drill so that_he commences to peiOeive those smaller

so
1
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words - letter clusters --'as single units of analysis

rather than collections of-separate letters, with each

letter representing a sep-irate sound. Having been shown,

he is likely to apply the concept, and display this in

Improved reading skills. (Rosner,. Cass, DiCostanzo, 1976);/

Now let us,look at the next component, the teachei,'

and discuss how that variable of instruction can be de-

fined so that better matches between student and teacher,

can be deterMined.

Teacher: What teacher traits are pertinedt in terms

of accommodating a student's unique characteristics
- 4

his basic aptitudes and knowledge base? t

I propose the following:

1. The extent to.which the teacher. is acquainted

with the subject being taught; specifically, the degree

to which the teacher is familiar with the basic concepts

Of reading as discussed above, under *Program". It may

come as a surprise to some, but it is indeed shocking

how few teachers enter their profession totally unaware

of the relevent aimenoions of teaching'reading -- of ,"k

the principles that underlie the various reading programs

they will encounter in schools; and it is even more shocking

how many'teachers continue to be unaware of, these things

even after they have taught for five or more years.

24
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2. Tto extent too which the teacher is willing',(and*

able) to be pedantic; to be precise and repetitive -- this

in contrast to being the kind of teacher who thrives only

inan:inttructional environment where. "discoverY learning"

is the desired outcome. (HTT children are not good dis-

coverers. If thewere,'ihey, would not be HTT; they ,would

not need compensatory education.)

3. The extent' to which the teachercan perform in

.

a structured, relatively non ;dynamic environment. *Some

'teachers, are ekceedingly comfortable in such a setting --

in a classroom where, the desks are arranged in orderly

rows, where the children are conditioned to-raise their

hands before speaking, and so on. Some.are not they'

have been influenced by "modern" notions to the degree

that they perceive such environments, as punative

"repressing" -- and, general; negative. Yet, in,my

experience, HTT children seem to reqU4re such settings,

at least during that portion of their school day ,when
el,

ow .reading is taught.

4. The extent to which the teacher can'cope w

a slowly-rising, small-increment learning curve."

ffTT child can be taught(That is the underlying assump-

tion of my remarks of the Conference*-- of course),

-,but he learns more slowly -- hie rate being depressed

25
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because so much of what the ETT child discovers on his

own must be taught to him in an explicit way, and

practiced. Allthis takes timer t,:ence slowing down the

rate;"hence.flattening the learning curve. Some'teacheri

an cope -with this, some cannot; they lack clinidal con-

fidence, the experience, to know that the approach-will

'.work",-if they will only sustain.

. Physical Environment: What are the "physical variables

rof an instructional environment,*in teems of5.accommodating

the individual needs.of ETT children?

1. The extent Of'physical structure available. Mary

schools, in recent Fears, have been built as "open space"

facilities; walls bet en classrooms were elimihated.

This has created buil g3that often are attractive, novel

lOoking, even exciting.-- but not necessarily what thel,HTT

child needs. If the child requires more explicit instruc-

tion and mere'driST. and p'raAtice than -do most, then `the

open space, rid its accompanying noise and other,distrac7
. , 1

tions, is not desirable.

2. The extent to which the student makes decisions.

regarding the organization of his school day. 'Certain

-classroom management schemes are designed to allow the

child hiTself.to determine which classroom activities

he will fngage.in and when he will do so. The child with

16
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A

competent analytical skills -- the child who is addpt

at analyzing and organizing concrete spatial arrays --

is likely ,a,lso to be adept at. organizing time. In con-

. trast, the child who is not ,competent at sorting and

ordering the concrete componentt of a spatial, array is

likely to encounter similar confusion when faced with the

task of organizing 'something less concrete, such as the
2

time available to him in a school day. The HTT child is

not apt,to be a good organizer of .time, Hence, he is

likely,to be better off in an environment where schedulin4

is relatively rigid -- predictabland done by some.-

one other than himself.

extent to which Class maIdUp is homogeneous

in terms of ability in the subject being taught. This,

I'tvognize, is a controversial issue. There are those

Who will krgue that homogeneous grouping It the catalyst

for "self-fulfilling prophecies", In one sense, this

argument can be- supported. On the other hand, there is

little sense in placing children 'who require the kind

of structure described ab011e with-children who make at
,

least satisfactOry progress under less p'recisely organized

circumstances.- Itow cane teacher be inaced to teach

explicit/y'to I handfet of,children when the others in

./".---the Classroom do not, require that? What is the teacher

to do with those other children? And what is'the eagher

27 _
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to do with the HTT children during those times when the

instruction is being aimed at'.heir more competent class-

mates? Surely the impact on self-image -- recognitiod

ofthej,r inferior abilities -- is more important than

,age the negative-Aeffects of homogeneous grouping.

.Homogeneous grouping need not lead to self-fulfilling

prophecies nor need,it be maintained for the'entire'

school day. Why cannot children be grouped one way for'
, .

reading instruction (honogeneoUs) and another (hetero-

. geneous) for other classes? And secondly, is it not

reasonable to argue that given a-classroom teacher who

displays the traits necessary to succeed with HTT children,

given an appropriately accommodating reading instruction

program, given &physical setting most effective for these

Children learning will_occur that the children will

make progress and-may, in fa, ultimately be able-to be

blended in with their ETT classmates?

4. Student-teacher ratio. As noted -- too frequently.
. .

perhaps children who are HTT require much more careful

instruction, More teacher attention, since they-are not
dr

so adept at self-instruction;'hence, the teacher must
, .

. .

--' spend, more time with each student; hence, the teacher will

not be able to manage effectively as many studenti as will

the teactim whoie class comprises ETT%children. Thus,

28
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student-teacher ratio must be kept as low as possible.

It is nonsensical to insist that this is not reasonable,

that student-teacher ratio must be the Same across class-

rooms. It simply will not work: it will only perpetuate

what is now going 'on -- continued failure 'of those child-

ren who can least afford to fail. (And again, this need

not be for theitntiie school day, nor the duration of

the child's school career. It should be provided for so

long and in those subjects where the child requires it.)

5. Length of instructional sessions. Some children

the ETT can sustain interest in certain tasks for

1
days

oKe td. Obviously, this is at least in tart due to

the fact that taey can make sufficient progress in what-

ever they are doing to keep it interesting.' The ETT child,

in contrast, must deal with smaller increments of instruc-

tional.material, and usually drill with it. Thus, he iS%.

not as likely to retain enthusiasm for the task beyond

a limited perio4 of time. This should be accommodated.

There shOuld not be'fixed time periods of instruction.

If ten minutes at any gi'en'task is the-child's limit,

t

that is what should be accomModateC with the teacher

conStantly.being attencie to signals that'indicate when

the Child is able to sustain_for longer periods of time.

And, this occur as the child starts, to make progress.

29
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'36. The extent to which teachers are reinforced by .school

administrators, parents, et al. Teachers are people too.

They 616t complete their work day with a feeling that they

have demonstrated professional competence. If they °oix,

Cl

not end the day with that sense, they will probably do
. ,--

one of two things: (a) quit their job; (b) develop a

rationale for explaining why their students_are not.

progressing :.-- a rationale that excuses them and fixes

-the blame on someoutside factoi, most often, the student

tWaselves, their "abilities', laCk of motivation, socio-

.ecOnomic factors, etc.

Clearly, the first option is not excerised very

often. Teachers donot Work just for Money, but it is not

a'trivial consideration. Hence, since they enjoy earning
.

---, a salary they are not apt tosquit so quickly, espeCially

in this era where alternative teaching situations'are .

not that available. Thus, they are most often apt to

accept the sicond option, and -- once accepted*-- there
.11

is very little likelihood that the Ehildren in their

L.',classrooms will,-change their patterni of behavior.

.It is evential,:therefore, that school administra-
i

tors pr6vide adequate and appropriate reinforcement. that

goes beyond salary. The teacher must be assure that

ETT ehildren,, maynot make great strides each day but that

-,
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4

{they will progress so long as they.are being preided

with what they need in terms of instructional conditions.

The tea'chet must know that lack of pliogress on 'Monday

does-not predict no progress the other days of the week;

that professional gratification may be delayed, but it

will be available, if they sustain. (In truth, of course,

this may not be so in every instance, but the mental

'attiiudes must be sustained.)

Comments on conference papers

I have used a great deal of space to presenea
14.

rationale for teachin7 HTT children -- children who re-

quire a compensatory approach. My comments on the

Papers will be brief. In one sense, this is unfortundte

they are good paperd in most cases, well thought-out,,

competently written. On the other hand, for the most

part they tend to ignore the specific_aeeds of the WIT

child. This is unfortunate, 'ince it is the,HTT child

who'need the attention.-- the expertise --.of the experts

Sjimgathered re.

The papers can be discussed in accord with the theme

.0"

presented above. /

The student. Carol Chomsky's paper dealt with student

traits. Her description of the benefits of using "In-,

vented Spelli4g" as way of introducing the. child to ,

IL
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t

reading contains many ,useful ideas. Unfortunately, my

hunch.-- my bet, actually -- thatthe HTT child will

not grasp the concepts of invented spelling. Dr. Chomsky

identified. three skills that are prerequisite to 'under-
A

standing the concepts: She stated that the child, being

introduces to invented spelling, should already know:

(a) the
\

printed letters; (b) that letters correspond with.

'spoken sounds; (c) that spoken words break down into

sepaiate_sounds. I submit that HTT children have dif-

ficulty learning -all three of'these prerequisite .skills

especially the third one. Hence, my hunch, stated

above. On the other hand, dhomsky's notions should not

be discarded. It seems to me that the-methods she des-

cribed might very well'help HTT children grasp the con-
.

cepts she has identified ad prerequisite. ; In my opinion,

this -should be explored. If, in fact, introducing a

ch1d to invented spelling. activities serves to sensitize

him to the phonological attributes of spoken language,
.

,then it will make him less 'ITT. That is a worthy goal.

Liberman's paper also belongs in the category of

student traits. Her thesiss supports the importance of

phonemic segmentation skills. Her description of Elkonin's

teaching strategies and their effects'on children in her

study lend strength-*to the argument that children can be.

teiight bettei basic aptitudes -- in this instance, audi-
t'
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?spry analysis skills. My major concern,' here, ip the

implication that once a child learns'how to segment

spoken words into phonemes, he will "catch on" to phonics

and will learn to read. ;There id.a second step -- the

one I emphaed before; namely, teaching the child to

deal with larger units of analysis' -- letter clusters.

Indeed, ETT children do this without much direction; HTT

children do not -- they havetof)be shown.

Ed Sinith's paper probably belongs in this category

also, althoutil it has implications for program as well.

However, studies are with adults who can read and,

in my opinion, this is not relevant to our primary con-.

cerns. To discover what"good readers do offers no prac-

tical information about how to teach HTT childien to read.

The program. Frank Smith's presenlption fits under

the rubric ofprogram -- yet his main point, as I inter-

wet 't, is that structured programs are to be avoide;s
that eatmg, in essence, is comprehending printed' text,

and teaching subcomponent,processes will-.only serve to

get in the way., I haveno quarrel, other than thht HTT

will not learn'to read unless they are literally taught

.4

subcomponent processes. Ris plan -- that we teach,,teacheis

how to teach children to read -- is a good one. I support

him. But, that day seems to be far off -- and will remain

di$tant until 'someone (conferences like "is?) defines

.33
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I

how to.teach childreb to read.

Fletcher's description of CAI also pertains to

program. It was a clear, concise description of how

technology can be exploited to teach children. My major
4
impression -- they-quit too soon. For whatever reason,

they f&iled,to pursue their mission long enough and far

enough. .CAT.4 in my judgment, could be very helpful to

HTT children -- but only when the ebflWare has been fully
2

and appropriately developed. For example, CAI should be

a good way to teach the concept that certain letter

clusters can always be given the same sound.;.Fletcher
e

described how this was done for certain smaller clusters

(e.g. an, it). It could and should have-been carried

further, I think.

Bartlett's paper was useful -- again in terms of

defining the potentials of program. Her comparison of

Open Court and Distar emph464zed certain program Variables

that do make a difference -- especially with_HTT child7

ran. Obviously, given the rationale'/ presented tbove,

I would lean towards Distar, but her criticisms of it

are well taken. Distar, indeet, may not:lead to ctass

discussions beyond a very concrete lever. Hilt, what ever

happened to the Language Arts petiod in the school day?

Susely.it is still there and surelyIthat is a good place

r



to foster language development, independent of the be-

ginning reading program the children use.

Juole's paper presents concepts that are opposed to

the ones I favor, yet he justifies these with data. This

paradox is a matter of interpretation, I think. He notes

that "skilled readers do not decode phonetically" and

thus urges.that,progiam should emphasize word recognition

skills. I agree -- if all children could learn whole

words without resorting to phonetic decoding. HTT child-

ren cannot, and his data, show that.

Johnson's paper is highly compatible with the con-

cepts presented in this discussion. Her structure is more

complex than mine and reflects a concern with the under-
,

lying neurological basis for certain reading difficulties.

I do not necessarily agree with some of her rationale,

but I have no argument with the instuctional methods

609

she describes. They are good examples of compensatory
4ri

teaching, albeit that they seem to callfor a white-'

N uniformed teacher to implement them.

The teacher. Two papers focused on'teacher traits.

Clay's presentation left me impressed/ but uncertain
.

about what it was she taught her teachers to do.: Moire

details are needed. Calfee and Drum also empha'sized.the

importance of competent teacher decisioni. They claims

this can, be obtained through the use of effective tests.

35
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I agree, but I lack their faith .in the feasibility of

610

designing a teing-teacher scheme that will be suffi-

ciently differentiated to serve all children and still

be manageable.

Conclusion

It is time to end my discusiion.° I want to do so
4

on a positive note. Meetings of this type are important.

Sure, some papers addressed the primary issues of com-

pensatory education directly; son eemed to do just

the opposite- and one may be inclined to consider these

'a waste of time. 'This is probably not the case. Teaching

children.--: especially HTT children -- is ezeptionally

complicated.. (Teaching ET? -children is less difficult

only because they do not hive to be taught very much.)

Providing a plWoeM for diverse viewpoints is vital, .

lest we become So close-minded as to ignore certain

important ideasi

I urge, however, that efforts be made to involve

I. -.

more practitioners i&exerciies like this. 'Experimental

psychologists tend to be very competent researchers, but

they are capable of ignoring certain empirical.evidence

thit the experienced teacher knows -- and could tell them

about if they were invited to participat,,e and were

assured in,wordk and deeds that their participation
.

would be useful. Thhnk you and good luck.)

4 _
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OPEN DISCUSSION 40CAONER PRESENTATION

-nn

-F. SMITH: We are not going to get anywhere in this kind of a situation by

looking for complete closure. Although this is the time of the conference when,

I

'I suppose, we should summarize, I don't thinCwe should do that by simplifying.

In particular, I think we should, look at what we take for granted. We should

regard every question as open. In fact, the things 'e tend to take for granted

are probably the things we should look at most closely. One out of many things

11-4at T would talk about is this assumption about Letterisound correspondence that

sk -

;seeded so obvious. We speak as if this is common sense. We say that because the

spelling system of our language represents sounds, all you have to do to teach a

read is teach him how `to crack the code. Mere may be some general

agreement in the field that this is what reading is all about, but there was

general agreement, once, that the word was flat.

We Mould look at alternative points of view. There are alternative points

of view,- and they ale not simplistic points of view. They have been developed in

quite elaborate articles. I can't even begin to sketch them. .But 'just let me,'

make one or two points.

The first point is that even if pbbnics did work: even if decoding to ,sound

did work- -and I don't think one,demonatrates that.by 'picking on a few simple
. \

words--there is still the question of comprehension. You cannot just say, "Well,

oesprehension will take care of itself after the child his earned to decode the

syst4mAjilorking on phoniar, without comprehension, without understanding what

you are doing and why yot are doing it is a meaninglesa activity, and meaningless

activities just do not generate learning.

644©
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113 far as I can see, it is not a question of children learning phonics or
-.mob

not ilierning phonics. It is a question of makinesense of phonics. What we'

I

should ask ourselves isittow-chil ren are supposed -tc-aake sense of instruction

that they are being given. It s meaningfulness that makes phonics work. It is

not phonics that makes sense out written language. What meaning does for- you

'when you are actually reading, what reading sense does for you, is reduce the

number of alternativesr This is what makes thisvery unwieldy system of phonicl

work for you. So phonics looks easy as long as you can do it. First there are a

lot of rules that Can apply on any one particular occasion. For exampfe, can

be wonouncedin 11 different ways at the beginning of quite simple and familiar

//
words. And the brain gets over15501,Wif there are too many altenativas. You

just cannot cope with all of this uncertainty, and you don't solve the problem by

saying that after a certain amount of time, everything becomes automatic.

Exactly what becomes automatic isvery dubious.

Phonics looks easy when you can read, but when you read, you are doing a lot

of things apart from just decoding to sound.

Another thing is that it!s a mistake, as a number of people have pointed

out, to asstiee that phonics maps into spoken language. Even- it our written

symbols did map into the,.sounds of spoken language, we would have to ask which

spoken language, whose
I

ken language, what register of spoken language: the

spoken language that Pam using now or thd spokes --lnguagOkI was using last night

over .a -been T Even for one person's language, therd'is,no one-to-one match, or

-anything like a one -to.one match, between these allegid sounds that are

represented allfthe graphemes and what anybody actually says. It's true we may

If

sew to voldalize: Certainly, every time we Listen /to ourselves ewe are

subvocalizing.Bui:iie sunvocalizeNour mistakes as well, and we don't subvOcaliie
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"nonsense. We, in.fact, subvocalize what we have read; we don't subvocalize

.7e) order to read. -

Finally, let me just remind you that we do not seem to have been concerned

with the many children who learn to read. If ue were concerned with the we

:

617

wogld be looking at quite different things. What we seem to be concerned with

are children who fail to earn to read. That seems to me to be the focus of this

conference: illiter cy and
0
the' s of illiteracy.

I suggest that there are many possible causes of illiteracy, of reading

-problems, that we haven't begun to talk about at this conferende. One of the

causes of illiteracy that we seem to have assumed at this conference 13,41 think,

very unlikely; that i3, the assumption that there are many children'in

America at the moment who can't read because nobody has told them that reading is

decoding from spelling to sound. I doubt that there are very many children from

which this has been concealed. Since I suspect that most children, whether they

haVe learned 1/4 to read or not:have been presented with phonics at some time in

their lives, I think it is a dangerous oversimplification to assume we are going

Jo*

to eradicate illiteracy by giving this great secret to children and training them'

JOHNSON: I would agree with a lot of your points, from the standpoint of

4.

children who are being referred for learning disabilities now. We have had an

awful lot referred; dUring the period between grades six and seven, who have been

morklng on very,,very heavy synthetic. concepts.

Abe little anecdote was about the 7-year-old poi performing at all. He had

been on some of that set, where you approach the wholeord, matching objects,

and so on. Finally, hs said, with.teiTs streaming down his faCe when he started

42
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reading; "But I thought you had to know the sounds before you could read." And 4

there are some alternative groups that we need to explore, without always overtly

bringing in lae of the phonics. But double pronged methods would help.
,

CALFEE: Lindamood, in California, has also put together A rather interesting

program on phonological awareness, one which tries to make a link between the

sounds of the language and the ways that those sound are produced. Itts an
0

interesting idea and kind of a response to both your views and Frank's.. It ties

in the Lindamood group, which goes around the country giving iiorkshops.

Recently, at San Francisco State, Lindamood talked to a numbe of teachers

who were in the master's program to become, reading specialists, learning

''disability specialists.

Many of theseare also students with strong linguistic backgrounds. To

demonstrate to them what they knew and what they didn't know, she gave them the

following task. She said, "Spell as well as you can, in English, the. word

throidze." After that, she said, "Would you.try to write down, in any language

you use, the difference between these pairs of words: puclear, nuoular, larynx,

lam?" Fully.half of thesepeople wrote out the word throidae in ways that made

absolutely no sense in terms of letter-sound correspondences in English. Add the

same, pellt had great difficulty in figuring out what, they had just heard in

those pairs of words, and Why they were different sounds Some of the

planation were quite elaborate; they had to do vith stress shifts and the

like.. Naybe.a lot of people are in on all the secrets of letter-soUnd

correspondence, and the like, but, certainly, in this particular populaEr, who

are going to be specialists, somebody had kept from them that secret, and to

remarkable degree.
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1
But, again, although we can all come up with anecdotes and throw these

rather,, Loft balls at each other, we dearly lack the evidence that we need really

to make these strong pronouncements.

JA N: 'I think, thoutt, that the important point that is being made on both

sides has to do.with giving the teacher a repertoire of teaching strategies, so

that when she meets 'up with the .youngster who is blocking - -for whatever

reasonthe phonemic approach, she knows some other way to tap into that

youngster, so that she is able. to teach him how to read. So f think that knoiing

the code is very important for the teacher, because I have great difficulty in

seeing how she can teach what she doesn't know.

/
I tAink- that the work that.Linda Mckods is doing ice_ sound dinriaination,

where y are finding that lots of people who are supposed to be teaching these

sounds c fact,-even hear them themielves, is good research.

I
But/I thingpthat you even meet people vhO have been taught with that

particular meth,g, and

pattern, and' altho there is nothingugh here s notng wrong with that method, it is
- , not the

4

right method 'for that person as Apng as that person is continuing to block.
s,

Thit's one thing that always have to keep in mind. You have to give teachers

a reliertOire, so_ _ t. they are able to have the facility to move in and out of
.rt

varying approaches..

they have consistently failed. They start a blocking

.'CALPii: That's certainly a .very reasonable statement: that we should examine

thi unmanned assumptions. Because lots ,ofteachers are teaching things that

look like decoding skills or phonic sleps, we assume that: they -know what they

are doing, and they are doing it in an effective ways It takes very little
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effort. I suspect, to show thatagain to get into Jerry's commentsmaybe a lot 4

of teachers really don't understand what they are doing. That may be as with

'responsible for the blocking that is observed, as anything within the students

themselves.

CHIOMSKY; When Abu say the teacher nas to know in order to be able to answer a

child's question, you have to understand what system sne is working from. A

small point tnat keeps coming up has to do with this. question of letters

representing sounds. knat really snould nave been stressed from the start is the

kind of thing Frank Smith is saying when he says that to has .11 different

pronunciationi, depending cn,what comes next. The ex*ple I like to use is nat.

You cannot know ,how to pronounce nat. It has one of seven possible

pronunciations, depending on that s next. You have to know-which word it

in. The teacher who gives the message that in order to Identify the word, you

have to work from its pronunciation, from the letters, is working backwards.

Pronunciation follows word identinpation; word identification doesn't come from

pronunciation.

The answer is that na doesn't have a pronunciation until you know wi>at, word.

--
it is- in. And that your_first task, using phonics or whatever you are going to

use, is to identify the word. .Only later does the propunciation come.

The one place I heard that point made in an instructional)program was in the

Diatar teacher's manual,, Which acknowledged straight out that there is a

difference between the way the words are hounded out and the way we say them.

TEMEZII: There 'seems to be a codrusionfiere in what Carol and Frank are saying 4

about vbst an t er does and what a child is supposed to da with letters

45
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apd sounds. I have heard;this from Frank over and over again: Clearly, the

adult reader,, reading silently, cannot go from letters to sounds and still

maintain-the reading rates that most average silent readers dO. From what I

understand, from most phonics programs, though, the whole function of teaching

Sounds for letters is to give the child an alternative approach to recognizing

the !word that he dcesn't recognize through sight alone. As one of the papers in

this conference poilted out, we are not looking for a perfect relationship

between letters, or letter groups, and sounds. What we need s a simple way to

\\\approximate something close to what, in fact, the child is looking for, assuding

that the chin is using context and other kinds of cues to make an

1.dentification. It is truly absurd to assume that one can go from the spelling

-rot words in English, with any high degree of predictability, to pronunciation.

But that is not what is expected, nor is it needed. The child can even leave out

the Vowels and approximate a word from the consonants and come close to something

that may trigger 'e'word figm the listening lexicon. That is the' function of

letter-sound correspondences; They are not there to deceive the public; they

are not there to retard children. They are taught as an aid to be used with

other kind!' of cues. It seems rather absurd to say that we should teach them,
ler

but that they would never be used.

F. SMITH: I am not quite sure where the confusion lies. I thought that I and a

lot of people who seem to share my views have been saying that phonics is an

unreliable system. The way we usually expect children to decode words is the

bard way to do it, the impossible way to do it. If you have all of this other

prose, if you have context and some updttstanding of what you are reading about,

than you can use phonics as a kind of last check. You knowthis next word is

going to be lam, It, or donkey. Then, indeed, you can use phOnicsto Lelia. you

46
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I don't see any inconsistency or confusion there.,. It seems to me to be

exactly the point that I am arguing: The child must be able to make sense of

phonics, which means ne must ite able to comprehend what he is doing. Until the

child makes sense of phonics, phonics is absolutely unnecessary.

I don't agree with Dick's point that when you are able to read you do one

thing, but when yOu are learning to rea,..fou do another thing. I just don't

folldw the 'Ogle-of that.' However, be does make an extremely good-point, that, I

think, applies_ta -a lot of things Cm have heard at this conference. He says that

there are certain basic aptitudes that children almost invariably need. Those

aptitudes hayms great deal to do with the identification otletttre, with

auditory discrimination, with being able to say words. Children need to have

tremendous aptitudes for all of these kinds of things.

.Bu? these aptitudes are not imperative because of the 'nature of reading;

they are iaperative because of the way we teach reading. Lida need to have a-lot

of basic aptitude in order to understand the way-in which reading is taught, and

I Wok we should try very hard to separate those two things.

J

GREGG: I was going to comment oniftanksa use of the word comprehend. You used

it two different yap). 14d I think you jdit aummed.up the essence. I thinkwe

should askIllObat is the cognitiVeArooesa that the child goes through in doing

comprehension? This seems to be more important than questions :mob as:, Does he

understand, in general, what the teacher is trying to acComplish or what the

memnings of phonics or any of these other systems art?

. *ITS: !bat is the theoretical issue we have to address ourselves t.
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GREGG: I think one of the useful messages of a.- conference like this is the

4

notion that those words get teased out, and I am hopeful tnat there can .he

something, carrehend 1, comprehend f.,:comprehend 3. Maybe, we can go on from

there.
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